
PLEASE DETACH AND MAIL TO POSITIVE OPTIONS
OR GIVE TO YOUR GOLFER BEFORE SEPTEMBER 23, 2022.

YES! I agree to sponsor                                                       

in this 2022 Golf Marathon. (All contributions are tax deductible.)

GOLFER’S  NAME

  $5.00 / hole
  $2.00 / hole
  $1.00 / hole
  $0.50 / hole
  $0.25 / hole
                    / hole
                    / One-Time Gift

               / ENCLOSED NOW
     Please make check payable    
     to POSITIVE OPTIONS

 This is a business contribution.

Business Name:                                                           

Phone: (         )                                                         

Please add me to your mailing list Please add me to your E-newsletter list

 Every hole  Max. number 

     of holes             

Name:                                                                                                          

Street Address:                                                                                           

City:                                        State:                     Zip:                       

Phone:  (         )                                   E-mail:                                                    
(tax receipt sent via email when email address provided)

Dear Friends,

Bouncing Back...Imagine it… you’re about to relax into a long 
needed vacation and just after you settle into your first day 
away, you find a note strategically hidden for you to find, from 
your teenage daughter. “Dear Mom & Dad, I don’t know how to 
say this. I’m pregnant….” The first read through puts you into 
shock. You re-read it. Is this real? After reading it again, you’ve 
lost your breath. You sit down, head spinning, vision closing 
into tunnel form. You have just entered emotional shock. 
For Kevin and his wife, the vacation was over. They only thing 
they knew is they had to go home. Beyond that step was uncharted territory, an unplanned pregnancy and unexplainable 
wilderness of emotions, fears and questions. They had no idea what to do. Kevin shared his story with us and was 
graciously vulnerable to share how he navigated with resistance, rigidity and even levels of rejection.

Krista, on the other hand, found a rare courage in the middle of the storm. Alone and afraid, she ventured into the doors of 
Positive Options. The staff and volunteers provided answers, comfort, encouragement and resources to empower Krista to 
not only choose life but to make that choice with certainty of support. Throughout the pregnancy she continued to attend 
classes to prepare for the great unknown. Her father, Kevin, watched his daughter blossom from a teenager to an adult 
and then a mother before his eyes. The grace that lifted Krista soon touched her father and he began to turn his sorrowing 
heart into a place of love and mercy as well. He graciously attributes the bravery and compassion he sees in his daughter, 
now mother of three, to the team at Positive Options. We are grateful and point that glory to the One who taught us how 
to love - even in the storm.

This story of struggle was shared in our 2022 Movie Night feature: Rise Up. If you haven’t seen it yet, you won’t want to 
miss it! You can watch it any time on https://www.lpcenters.com/2022-movie-night. Share it with your friends and family. 
Let this story of grace influence all of us to Rise Up and light up our world!

Complete the card below and return it to me, or send it directly to Positive Options.  You can also donate online directly to 
my fundraising page: givebutter.com/golf_marathon22.

 ONLINE PAYMENT AT:
givebutter.com/golf_marathon22

It is understood that pledges will be fulfilled even in the event of cancellation due to adverse conditions.



POSITIVE OPTIONS
339 S. River Avenue
Holland, MI 49423STAMP

GOLFER SPONSORSHIP FORM

POSITIVE OPTIONS

339 S. River Avenue, Holland, MI 49423

POSITIVE OPTIONS 
339 S. River Avenue
Holland, MI 49423


